
 

Determining Importance 

Prescribed Learning Outcome (English Language Arts):  B6 – (Grades 4,5,6,7) select and use 

strategies during reading and viewing to construct, monitor, and confirm meaning including determining  the 

importance of ideas/events 

Submitted by:  Lori Mansueto, Jan Miller-Fox, Cheryl Lloyd 

Learning Intention: to focus on the strategy of determining importance. 

Resources:  

Comprehension Connections – Bridges to Strategic Reading – Tanny McGregor 

Strategies that Work – Teaching Comprehension for Understanding and Engagement – Stephanie Harvey & 

Ann Goudvis 

Nonfiction Reading Power – Adrienne Gear 

Activity/Lessons:   

From Comprehension Connections – Bridges to Strategic Reading – Tanny McGregor 

From  Strategies that Work – Teaching Comprehension for Understanding and Engagement – Stephanie 

Harvey & Ann Goudvis 

Do you catch yourself skipping subtitles and picture captions as you read non-fiction texts?  Harvey and 

Goudvis remind us that using text features is a simple strategy that must be taught. Titles, headings, framed 

text and captions help readers determine importance. These features make non-fiction an accessible genre for 

reluctant and less experienced readers because they help scaffold understanding. 

Getting students to create non-fiction feature books or pages is a technique in which students create these 

non-fiction features themselves. 

Pictorial Examples: 



 

From Nonfiction Reading Power – Adrienne Gear 

Adrienne Gear uses a lesson to launch a determining importance unit that is similar to McGregor’s purse 

activity.  In this lesson, students are asked to identify 15 items they would bring to a deserted island to help 

survive a year. Once students have chosen their 15 items, they are asked to narrow the list to only 10 items. 

(pg. 88, 89) 

In another lesson, adapted from the work of S.L. Manz (2002), students are invited into the world of thieves.  

Ask if thieves generally know what they want to steal and where to find items? Further explain, that just like a 

good thief, a good reader knows where to go in the text to find the “good stuff.” Students make their own 

THIEVES bookmarks as a helpful reminder: 



T – Title 

H – Headings 

I – Introduction 

E – Every first sentence 

V – Visuals 

E – Ending 

S- So what? 

The acronym PEEK is suggested for use with primary children. 

P – Pictures 

E – Each heading 

E – Ending 

K – Know now? (What do I know now that might be important in this book?) 

 

From  Adrienne Gear’s Nonfiction Reading Power 

Activity/Lessons:   

Many students skip subtitles. They just ignore them. In this activity, we slow down instruction so that students 

pay attention to these important text features. Why slow things down? Students need to know that subtitles 

act as clues. They often reveal what the next paragraph is about before it’s even read. So why do they skip 

them?  We don’t know. Reading them makes determining importance a lot easier!   

 

In this lesson, students use the following black line master to record subtitles, titles or headings. Next, they 

turn it into a question, and then they simply read the section to find out the answer to their question. Simple 

and brilliant right? Give it a go. 

 



 


